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Freshman Perspective
By Ryan “Brawl” Kerr ‘17
“So Ryan, how did you like
Harvard?”
My answer is always the same. One
might expect glowing reviews of
favorite classes or a detailed
account of Harvard’s academic
opportunities. I, however, open with
a less-traditional summary of my
freshman year.
“It was great. Ultimate Frisbee was
awesome.”
I knew I wanted to play ultimate at
the beginning of the year, but I had
no idea that what I perceived as a
fun diversion would become such a
defining aspect of my time at
Harvard. It started as a chance
encounter with Piers and Jeremy
who were throwing in the yard one
fall afternoon. I had little throwing

PEACE OUT
By Adrian Pforzheimer ‘14
Anyone who has ever been a part of
this team has heard it before – “Red
Line was one of the best things I did at
college. My best friends at school were
my teammates.” I first heard these
words during the last huddle of my
freshman year, circled up on the fields
in Boulder. A year later, I heard them
again in Hanover. The next year I heard
them in Madison. This past spring,
circled up together on the empty fields
in Cincinnati, I heard myself say them.
During all that time I must have caught
10,000 discs, and thrown even more. I
probably ran 1,000 miles. I know I hit
the dirt at least 100 times. Most
importantly, I stood shoulder to
shoulder with my teammates as we
toed the line against the best teams in
the country - and won.
But Red Line has never been defined

experience, but both players
welcomed me with enthusiasm. It was
a sign of things to come, as I was
welcomed with the same level of
warmth and energy by every other
HMF member I met. By the end of the
fall Red Line had taken me as one of
their own, and I could not have been
happier.
The HMF atmosphere is really what
makes ultimate special for me. Never
before had I been with a group of
guys so motivated to get better,
rather than be good. It’s an important
distinction, especially for someone
entirely new to the sport. For an entire
year my teammates not only dealt
with but encouraged rookie
questions, decisions, and mistakes. I
also immediately felt welcomed and
included by what is probably the best
group of guys on campus. For the first
time in my life I was happy to sit the
pine and encourage my bros –
hoping, knowing, that one day I
would be filling their shoes.

by our outcome. Red Line is a team,
built through the process of
incalculable moments spent
together. Walking to the bubble in a
blizzard. Picking a friend up after a
bid. Screaming unintelligible
motivation from the sidelines. Carboloading before regionals. Asking for
help on your flick huck.
Cranking up the tunes to get
through the nighttime drive.
Scrimmaging pros. Tossing
relentlessly in the yard. Making
eye contact with a handler,
then exploding past your man.
Hugging your captain tight after
a tough loss and realizing that
you’re alumni now.

Now I stand, about to start my
sophomore year with Red Line,
trying my best to fill the requisite
roles. My love of ultimate has only
grown over the summer, as I’ve
been busy with one club and two
summer league teams. I look
forward to what will surely be a
great second year, and hopefully
many more to come.

before and paved the way.
No matter where I am, I still
stand shoulder to shoulder
with my teammates.
You’re my best friends.

Playing for Red Line these past four
years has made me better disciplined and more
dedicated, quicker and stronger and loving and
playful and confident. For that, I want to thank each
and every one of you who has coached or stepped
onto the field with me, as well as those who came

FUN FACT:
Adrian finished
the year
undefeated in
ping-pong,
squash, climbing,
and catch.

